SUMMER STUDY IN SUSTAINABILITY

ASSISI, ITALY
May 6-14, 2018

Enjoy daily forest, hill, and mountain hikes in the heart of Italy. Explore sites in and around the medieval walled city of Assisi, hometown of St. Francis (inspirer of Pope Francis), including organic farm, olive oil, cheese & wine producer tours. Dialogue with regional leaders in sustainability; learn how the European Union and Italy’s greenest province envision our environmental future; discuss business ethics. Re-trace St. Francis’s steps, study music about caring for the Earth, and participate in Jesuit/Ignation reflection. Re-charge with “slow” family-style Italian meals and local food, as your new ideas in ecological economics, culture and spirituality evolve around simplicity and complexity. Top it off by sampling the local gelato flavors…and earn 6 credits (9 possible with instructor permission).

CHOOSE FROM THESE COURSES:
THEO 257 (3 cr), Franciscan Spirituality, Ahlgren (Theol. Perspectives or Humanities Elective)
MUSC 108 (3 cr), Music, Love and Death: The Earth, Skeirik (fulfills Core: Creative Perspectives core and ER/S Elective)
SUST 465 (3 cr), Topics in Sust.: Compassionate Economies, Bertaux ECOS Elective, SUST Bus. Elective and Env.Sci./Studies Non-science elective)

LIMITED ENROLLMENT: Accepting Applications NOW! Email bertaux@xavier.edu or rolfesb@xavier.edu to Reserve a spot!

Dr. Nancy Bertaux, Prof. Economics & Sustainability bertaux@xavier.edu
Dr. Kaleel Skeirik, Prof. Music skeirik@xavier.edu
Dr. Gillian Ahlgren, Prof. Theology ahlgren@xavier.edu

Program fee:$2040 (housing, most meals and ground transport)
Tuition:$2760 (6 cr. hrs.)
Total: fee + tuition = $4800